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Abstract With the growing popularity of online social network, trust plays a more and more important role in connecting
people to each other. We rely on our personal trust to accept recommendations, to make purchase decisions and to select
transaction partners in the online community. Therefore, how to obtain trust relationships through mining online social
networks becomes an important research topic. There are several shortcomings of existing trust mining methods. First, trust
is category-dependent. However, most of the methods overlook the category attribute of trust relationships, which leads to
low accuracy in trust calculation. Second, since the data in online social networks cannot be understood and processed by
machines directly, traditional mining methods require much human effort and are not easily applied to other applications.
To solve the above problems, we propose a semantic-based trust reasoning mechanism to mine trust relationships from
online social networks automatically. We emphasize the category attribute of pairwise relationships and utilize Semantic
Web technologies to build a domain ontology for data communication and knowledge sharing. We exploit role-based and
behavior-based reasoning functions to infer implicit trust relationships and category-specific trust relationships. We make
use of path expressions to extend reasoning rules so that the mining process can be done directly without much human
effort. We perform experiments on real-life data extracted from Epinions. The experimental results verify the effectiveness
and wide application use of our proposed method.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of information techno-
logy and widespread use of Internet, applications such
as email, e-commerce, online payment and instant mes-
saging have become an indispensable part of people’s
daily life. People are connected to each other through
a variety of mutual relationships, forming many large,
complicated and content-rich online social networks. As
it gets easier to add information to the web via html
pages, wikis, and blogs, it gets tougher to distinguish
accurate information from inaccurate or untrustworthy
information. Trust is essential to secure and high qua-
lity interactions in online social networks.

Existing trust research for online community is
mainly based on explicit reputation information. How-
ever, only utilizing reputation information is far from
sufficient. A large number of implicit trust relationships
are more or less ignored. Meanwhile, due to lack of
category information, many existing trust models often

regard that trust exists in all categories universally,
which causes trust relationships being over-generalized.
Using generalized trust relationships for trust calcula-
tion, often results in low accuracy and high time com-
plexity.

To solve the above problems, we propose a semantic-
based reasoning mechanism to mine trust relationships
from online social networks automatically. This mecha-
nism utilizes Semantic Web technologies to define a
domain ontology, then makes use of OWL (Web On-
tology Language)/RDF (Resource Description Frame-
work) language for knowledge representation of web
data, and extracts trust-related information from the
data. Based on the above information, we define OWL-
based trust reasoning rules. Using these rules, we
manage to reason about users’ interested categories,
discover implicit trust relationships, and infer from
generalized trust relationships to category-specific trust
relationships, thus supporting more accurate and fine-
grained trust calculation for online social networks.
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2 Related Work

Earlier work of mining trust from online social net-
works mainly relies on an existing web of trust that has
explicit trust from one user to another. Guha et al.
propose a trust propagation model to determine trust
relationships between two users through such a web of
trust[1]. Other work on propagating trust through web
of trust include [2-4]. Since the above approaches only
rely on the structure of trust network, the accuracy
cannot be guaranteed due to lack of context and con-
tent data such as category or topic information, users’
roles, users’ behaviors and user similarity. Nowadays,
incorporating context or content data for mining so-
cial networks and social web has been widely used in
many research directions and proven to be effective
in these fields, such as trust management[5], social in-
fluence analysis[6-7], rating prediction[8], recommender
system[9], and targeted advertising[10].

Current mainstream solutions for online social re-
lationships mining are statistical learning-based ap-
proaches. For example, Tang et al. incorporate so-
cial theories into a semi-supervised learning framework,
which effectively improves the accuracy of inferring var-
ious types of social ties over large social networks[11-12].
Leskovec et al. construct predictors using theories of
signed social networks and node degree to predict posi-
tive and negative links in online social networks[13-14].
Different from the above approaches, we exploit the Se-
mantic Web technologies in this article to describe the
problem and incorporate human knowledge into reason-
ing rules to infer trust relationships automatically.

Zolfaghar and Aghaie propose an ensemble system
consisting of classification models such as SVM (sup-
port vector machine), RBF (radial basis function) Net-
work, decision tree and logistic regression to predict
trust and distrust relations among Epinions online
users[15]. One shortcoming of their approach is that
they only focus on user ratings and do not pay any
attention to the category information of user relation-
ships.

Lim et al. present a trust antecedent framework
which derives ability, benevolence and integrity as the
three key factors in trust formation[16-17]. Several trust
ranking models are proposed using above features. One
problem of their approach is that it is difficult to acquire
all the three key factors in real online communities.

Nguyen et al. develop measures for predicting if a
trustee will return trust to his/her trustor given that
the latter initiates a trust link earlier[18]. Different from
Nguyen’s work which has known unilateral trust rela-
tionship beforehand, we also manage to mine relation-
ships when there are no explicit relationships between
users at all.

Liu et al. propose a supervised learning method
that automatically predicts trust relationships between
a pair of users using evidence from actions of indivi-
dual users and interactions between users[19-20]. They
develop a taxonomy to acquire relevant features from
user attributes and user interactions, which is similar to
our defined domain ontology in Section 4. One key dif-
ference is that our method exploits the Semantic Web
technology to support automatic trust reasoning, which
has more versatility in different kinds of online appli-
cations. Another key difference is that they mainly fo-
cus on users’ behaviors, while we also pay attention to
users’ roles and user-generated content.

Matsuo and Yamamoto take advantage of features
extracted from user profiles, product reviews and exi-
sting trust relations to predict trust between users[21].
The general idea is similar to our proposed mechanism
in this paper. However, the key difference between their
method and ours is that we incorporate category infor-
mation with trust and support automatic trust reason-
ing based on predefined ontology.

Skopik et al. propose a system which determines
trust relationships between users by mining commu-
nication data[22]. They analyze the structure of dis-
cussions, examine interaction patterns and infer users’
social roles. Their approach mainly focuses on discus-
sions among users, but a large amount of other system-
provided and user-generated content in online social
networks are more or less overlooked.

Compared with earlier work, we have the following
innovations. First, we pay attention to a variety of con-
text and content data, such as users’ roles, users’ rating,
users’ behaviors and category information. We compre-
hensively utilize different dimensions of information for
mining trust relationships. Second, we exploit the Se-
mantic Web technology to build domain ontology for
knowledge expression and description of trust relation-
ships. Third, we propose a semantic-based trust rea-
soning mechanism to automatically infer users’ personal
interests, and mine the implicit trust relationships and
category-specific trust relationships. Fourth, we make
use of path expressions to extend trust reasoning rules,
which makes complex queries can be processed directly
using derived knowledge in knowledge base. Therefore,
we can carry on automatic trust mining according to
predefined rules without much human effort.

3 Overview of Epinions

In this paper, we choose Epinions as the tar-
get application, which is a successful product re-
view website[23]. Epinions helps customers make in-
formed buying decisions through providing unbiased
advice, in-depth product evaluations and personalized
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recommendations. Users are also allowed to specify
whom to trust and build a personal web of trust. Web
of trust is a network of reviewers whose reviews and
ratings a user has consistently found to be valuable.
According to web of trust, the system predicts how
helpful a review will be to a user and promotes the
reviews of trusted members, so that the user can find
what he/she is looking for more easily and gets the
most out of his/her time on the website.

Fig.1(a) shows a snapshot of a user’s homepage on
Epinions, which includes his/her web of trust, roles, ac-
tivity summary and written reviews. From the reviews,
we can extract product names, belonging categories,
product ratings, overall review ratings, etc. Fig.1(b)
shows detailed information of user-generated content.
From top-left counter clock wise, part (A) presents
users’ ratings on a specific review. Different people may
have different opinions on the same review, including

Fig.1. (a) Snapshot of an Epinions user’s homepage. (b) User-

generated content on Epinions.

“not helpful”, “somewhat helpful”, “helpful” and “very
helpful”. Part (B) presents several reviews on the same
product from different users. Part (C) shows users’ self-
introduction. We can take good advantage of the above
information to mine trust relationships from online so-
cial networks.

On Epinions, there are three main concepts: users,
products and reviews. Among these entities, there are
several kinds of relationships between them.

1) Trusts. When a user on Epinions consistently
gives you good advice, you are likely to trust that per-
son’s recommendations in the future. You can add this
person to your trusts list.

2) Trusted-by. When other users who have added
you to their web of trust, you are trusted by them and
appear on their trusted-by lists.

3) Blocks. When you encounter a user whose reviews
are consistently invaluable, you can add that user to
your blocklist. The blocklist makes it less likely that
you will encounter recommendations you do not value
in the future.

4) Reviews. You can describe the experience using
a product or service through writing reviews: the pros
and cons of the product or service.

5) Rates. When you read a review written by an-
other user, you can rate the review according to its
value to others.

6) Comments. You can make comments on a re-
view. Epinions provides this platform for the author
and other readers to communicate with each other di-
rectly.

In the process of mutual interactions, users on Epi-
nions add metadata to the website in the form of:
1) reviews and ratings on products; 2) feedbacks and
comments on reviews; 3) social network of trustworthy
friends. Each type of metadata allows users to leverage
and share the knowledge and expertise of others.

4 Domain Ontology for Online Social
Networks

Ontology is defined as formal specifications of vo-
cabularies that can be shared and reused among vari-
ous communities and organizations. By using ontology,
the web content and community context are machine
understandable, which enables automatic detection of
trust related information and trust relations. Ontology
also provides a coherent categorization scheme for logi-
cal trust reasoning.

4.1 Domain Ontology Overview

In this paper, we make use of existing ontologies
including FOAF (the Friend of a Friend Project)[24],
SIOC (Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities
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Project)[25] and GoodRelations (the Web vocabulary
for e-commerce)[26] to build domain ontology, which
provides main concepts and properties for online so-
cial networks. FOAF is used to describe people, such
as personal information, the links between them and
the things they create and do. SIOC is used to describe
the structure and content of online communities, and to
find related information and new connections between
content items and other community objects. GoodRela-
tions defines web vocabularies for e-commerce, which
mainly describes products and services. We extend the
above three existing ontologies to enrich the informa-
tion described and make our domain ontology more uni-
versal for other online applications.

We utilize FOAF to describe users in the online com-
munity, exploit SIOC to depict various relations be-
tween content items and community objects, and make
use of GoodRelations to describe products and ser-
vices offered online. As shown in Fig.2, we extend the
above ontologies by integrating trust relations with cat-
egory information and build the domain ontology using
Protégé.

In Fig.2, the rounded rectangles represent classes
and the directed edge with an arrowhead indicates the
relation between two classes. We will introduce the
main concepts and relations in more details below.

Fig.2. Domain ontology for online social networks.

4.2 Main Concepts

For the domain ontology, we can reuse the vocabu-
laries defined in existing ontologies. For example, the
domain ontology reuses the Person class from FOAF,
the UserAccount, Role, Category classes from SIOC,
and the ProductorService class from GoodRelations.
We utilize “imports” statement to connect existing on-
tologies to our defined domain ontology. OWL allows
to import the entire content from other ontologies us-
ing “imports” statement[27]. The defined ontology also

inherits corresponding attributes and relations of the
above classes from existing ontologies. We can define
some new concepts to enrich the domain ontology as
well.

4.2.1 Users’ Roles

On Epinions, a user may play different roles, such as
reviewer, rater and administrator. We define reviewer
as the user who contributes reviews to Epinions and de-
fine rater as the user who offers feedback ratings to oth-
ers’ reviews. We also define administrator as the user
who is in charge of the online community. The OWL
definitions of the above users’ roles are as follows:

ex:reviewer rdfs:subClassOf role

ex:rater rdfs:subClassOf role

ex:administrator rdfs:subClassOf role.

Each type of role has subclasses. For example,
reviewer is composed of top reviewer, popular author
and common reviewer. Rater is divided into advi-
sor and common rater. Administrator is composed
of category lead and system administrator. We take
top reviewer as an example and illustrate its OWL defi-
nitions below:

ex:top_reviewer rdfs:subClassOf ex:reviewer.

We exploit Boolean operator AND to integrate cate-
gory information into users’ roles. Therefore, a top re-
viewer in movie field can be defined as follows:

ex:top_reviewer_in_movie = ex:top_reviewer

&(ex:has_category value ex:Movie).

4.2.2 Entity Classes

For Epinions community, we define two entity
classes: one is Review, the other is Feedback. Review
refers to the articles written by a Reviewer about a
ProductorService, denoted as follows:

ex:Review ex:has_creator value ex:UserAccount

ex:Review ex:has_category value ex:Category

ex:Review ex:subject value ex:ProductorService.

The entity class Feedback refers to the review rating
offered by a Rater towards a user’s Review. The OWL
definition is as follows:

ex:Feedback ex:has_creator value ex:UserAccount

ex:Review ex:has_feedback value ex:Feedback.

4.3 Relations

We inherit corresponding relations between classes
from existing ontologies and define new relations ac-
cording to the application scenario. In this article, we
define two kinds of relations: one is about users’ inte-
rests, the other is about users’ trust relationships. For
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reasoning purpose, we incorporate category information
with the above relations.

4.3.1 Support N-ary Relations

The Semantic Web languages, such as RDF and
OWL, can only describe binary relations (properties)
between individuals. For example, an individual A and
an individual B have a property P or an individual A
has a property P with the value B (see Fig.3(a)). We
can use this method to describe a trust relationship like
“Bob trusts Peter”, where Bob and Peter are two indi-
viduals and “trusts” is the relation between them.

In this paper, we want to incorporate category infor-
mation into the trust relationship: Bob trusts Peter in
movie field (see Fig.3(a)). That is, property P now is
a relation among A, B and C. We exploit the method
introduced in [28] and regard one of the individuals in
the relation as the originator. For the above exam-
ple, Bob is the originator. We create an instance that
includes the originator object itself, as well as the ad-
ditional information about the object. Individual Bob
has a property trusts and trusts has another object tr 1
which is an instance of the relation Trust Relation (see
Fig.3(b)).

Here we restrict the field of trust relations to be one
value in class Category on Epinions. We also require
that each Trust Relation has exactly one value for Cate-
gory. Note that the vocabularies in Category are pre-
defined in domain ontology, which makes it possible for
machines to understand and process.

4.3.2 Define Category-Specific Relations

Using the methods illustrated above, we can define
category-specific relations between users. In this paper,
we mainly focus on three types of relations: the first

one is interests in relation, the second one is trusts in
relation, and the third one is feedbacks on relation.

Taking movie field for example, we define
user interests in movie to denote the user who is in-
terested in the movie field.

ex:user_interests_in_movie = UserAccount

& (ex:interests_in value ex:Movie).

By analogy, we can define relation trusts in movie
that indicates one user trusts another user in movie
field, denoted as:

ex:trusts_in_movie = isa trusts_in

domain: ex:UserAccount

range: ex:UserAccount value: ex:Movie.

We can also define feedbacks on movie review that
denotes a rater gives feedback rating to a review in
movie field. The OWL representation is as follows:

ex:feedbacks_on_movie_review =isa

ex:feedbacks_on

domain: sioc:UserAccount

range: movie_review.

Using Semantic Web technology, we manage to inte-
grate category information into relations of the online
social networks, which provides the basis for automatic
semantic-based trust reasoning.

5 Semantic-Based Trust Reasoning

In this section, we propose an innovative semantic-
based trust reasoning mechanism. Using this mecha-
nism, we manage to reason about users’ interests and
expertise, identify implicit trust relationships and infer
from over-generalized trust relationships to category-
specific trust relationships. We will introduce more de-
tails below.

Fig.3. (a) Support n-ary relations. (b) Trust relation and feedback relation.
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5.1 Reason About User’s Interests

Personal interest is a key point that keeps online
users to form a connected group in the online social
networks. Users who share common interests are more
inclined to form trust relationships. In this subsection,
we illustrate how to infer a user’s interests. We adopt
two kinds of reasoning patterns: one is role-based rea-
soning, and the other is behavior-based reasoning.

First, we define the following notations. U denotes
the set of user accounts on Epinions and ui denotes a
user (ui ∈ U). ck denotes a specific category. T (ck) de-
notes the set of Top Reviewers in category ck. A(ck) de-
notes the set of Advisors in category ck. L(ck) denotes
the set of Category Leads in category ck. P (ck) denotes
the set of Popular Authors in category ck. I(ck) denotes
the set of users who are interested in category ck.

5.1.1 Role-Based Reasoning About Users’ Interests

Role-based reasoning uses users’ role or membership
in the online social networks to infer a user’s interest.
As known to all, a small percentage of users play certain
roles such as Top Reviewer, Advisor, Category Lead
and Popular Author in specific categories on Epinions.
Top Reviewers are active members who help shoppers
find the best products on Epinions by writing high qua-
lity reviews in their expert fields. Advisors are active
members who help shoppers find the best content on
Epinions by rating reviews. Category Leads are active
members who help Epinions oversee a particular cate-
gory. Popular Authors in specific categories are selected
based on the members’ total number of visits by other
users in that category. They play different roles in the
online community but they all have greater influence
than common users, so we call them super users. We
exploit the following reasoning rules to infer a user’s
interests:

1) ui ∈ T (ck) ⇒ ui ∈ I(ck),
2) ui ∈ A(ck) ⇒ ui ∈ I(ck),
3) ui ∈ L(ck) ⇒ ui ∈ I(ck),
4) ui ∈ P (ck) ⇒ ui ∈ I(ck).
The strategy of the above rules is that if a user plays

a certain role in a specific category ck (such as Top Re-
viewer, Advisor and Category Lead), then he/she must
be interested in that category.

As remarked earlier, each kind of role is associated
to class Category with the property has category. For
example, Peter is a Top Reviewer in Movie category,
denoted as:

Individual(a:Peter

type(a:top_reviewer_in_movie)).

According to the predefined ontology illustrated in
Section 4, it is easy to come to the conclusion that Pe-
ter is interested in movie field automatically (see Fig.4),
denoted as:

Individual (a:Peter type(

a:user_interested_in_movie)).

5.1.2 Behavior-Based Reasoning About Users’
Interests

Behavior-based reasoning is to infer information and
trust relationships according to a user’s behaviors in the
online community.

A simple method to identify a user’s interest is to
analyze his/her browsing history. Due to privacy rea-
sons, we are not able to obtain such data from Epin-
ions. However, we can infer a user’s interest according
to his/her written reviews or his/her feedback ratings
on others’ reviews. The above data is visible to every-
one and can be crawled directly from Epinions.

The general idea of behavior-based reasoning is
straightforward. For example, if a user writes hundreds
of reviews on various types of mobile phones, he/she

Fig.4. Role-based reasoning about a user’s interest.
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must be obsessed with mobile phones and certainly has
much more knowledge in this field. We suppose that
the more reviews a user wrote in a specific category,
the more likely he/she is interested in that field. In
this way, we are able to infer a user’s interest according
to his/her written reviews.

As known to all, most users on product review web
sites often read many reviews written by others, but
seldom write any by themselves. Therefore, for most
online users, it is hard to identify their interests accord-
ing to their written reviews. Under such circumstances,
we can infer a user’s interest according to his/her feed-
back ratings on others’ reviews. If a user often offers
feedback ratings on reviews in a specific category, then
he/she is more likely to be interested in that field.

Below, we define two reasoning rules according to
users’ behaviors. The first rule is based on users’ review
writing behaviors, the second one is based on users’
feedback behaviors.

Rule 1: if the number of reviews written by a user ui

in a specific category ck exceeds the threshold h, then
we regard that ui is interested in category ck. The value
of parameter h can be adjusted accordingly.

Rule 2: if the number of feedback ratings given by a
user ui in a specific category ck exceeds the threshold
g, then we regard that ui is interested in category ck.
The value of parameter g can be adjusted accordingly.

Below, we will give an example about how to in-
fer a user’s interests based on his/her online behaviors.
Suppose that we want to know about Bob’s personal
interests. We can utilize reasoning Rule 1 illustrated
above, which can be easily implemented using SPARQL
query language (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language) as follows:

SELECT ?category,COUNT(distinct *) as count

WHERE {

?review dc:creator ex:Bob.

?review ex:reviews ?product.

?product rdf:type ?category.

} GROUP BY ?category

HAVING (count(distinct *) > h ).

After query, the result turns out to be:

?category ?count
ex:Movie 6
ex:Music 7

According to the above query result, the system can
automatically come to the conclusion:

ex:Bob ex:interests ex:Movie, ex:Music.

That is, Bob is interested in Movie and Music.
Users’ personal interests are closely related to trust re-
lationships, small groups, word of mouth, and targeted

marketing, etc. Therefore, we can save the query result
into a new table named Interests in the knowledge base
(KB). Knowledge base stores category-related theory,
fact data, expert experience, and heuristic knowledge,
which includes related definitions, theorems, algorithms
and other common sense knowledge. When we need to
search for users’ personal interests in the future, we can
directly refer to table Interests, which can greatly im-
prove the query performance.

5.2 Infer Category-Specific Trust
Relationships

On Epinions, we can obtain explicit trust relation-
ships from web of trust. Due to lack of category in-
formation, we only know that user A trusts user B,
however, we do not know in which categories that A
trusts B. In this paper, we exploit semantic-based trust
reasoning to infer category-specific trust relationships.
The advantage of determining category-specific trust
relationships is two fold. First, it can reduce the com-
plexity of trust computation for a specific category. Sec-
ond, it can provide online users with more valuable and
pointed suggestions for decision-making.

Here, we define a reasoning rule to infer category-
specific trust relationship between users. For ∀ui ∈ U
and ∀uj ∈ U , given a certain category ck, if the follow-
ing conditions can be satisfied simultaneously, 1) uj has
a generalized trust relations towards ui (that is, ui is in
u′js trusts list), 2) ui is interested in category ck, 3) ui

is a super user in category ck (such as Top Reviewer,
Category Lead, Advisor, or Popular Author); then, we
can infer that uj trusts ui in category ck.

This reasoning rule can be implemented using the
following SPARQL query:

CONSTRUCT {?trustor ex:trusts ?trustee}

WHERE {

?trustor ex:interestedInCategory ?category

?trustee ex:topReviewerInCategory ?category

}.

Below, we will illustrate an example on how to infer
category-specific trust relationship. The known facts
are: 1) Peter is a top reviewer in movie field and
Bob is interested in movie field, denoted as knowledge
meta-data X: ?ui ex:top reviewer in ex:Movie. ?uj

ex:interested in ex:Movie. (see Fig.5(a)); 2) Peter is
in Bob’s trusts list, denoted as knowledge meta-data Y:
?uj ex:trusts ?ui (see Fig.5(b)). The RDF representa-
tion of the above knowledge are as follows:

Individual(ex:Peter

type(ex:top_reviewer_in_movie))

Individual(ex:Bob type(ex:common_user)

value(ex:trusts ex:Peter))

ex:Bob ex:interests_in ex:Movie.
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Fig.5. Reasoning pattern for category-specific trust relationships.

Using reasoning pattern X + Y ⇒ Z, we combine
the two parts of knowledge meta-data and obtain new
semantic knowledge Z (see Fig.5(c)), denoted as:

tr_1 a ex:TrustRelation;

ex:trustor ?A;

ex:trustee ?B;

ex:inDomain ?domain.

The dotted lines in Fig.5(c) indicate the derived
knowledge obtained from semantic-based reasoning.
According to the reasoning rule in knowledge base, we
can come to the conclusion that Bob trusts Peter in
movie field, denoted as:

Individual(ex:Bob type(ex:common_user)

tr_1 a ex:TrustRelation

trustor(tr_1,ex:Bob)

trustee(tr_1,ex:Peter)

trust_field((tr_1, ex:Movie).

5.3 Infer Implicit Trust Relationships

On Epinions, we observed that some of the users
have offered many positive ratings towards a reviewer’s
reviews in a certain specific category, however they do
not add that reviewer to their trusts list. Their online
behaviors clearly show that they trust that reviewer’s
point of view in this field. If we only focus on those
explicit trust relationships obtained directly from web
of trust, the above important but implicit trust rela-
tionships are more or less overlooked. These trust re-
lationships are important to accurate and fine-grained
trust management.

In our daily life, if two persons reach agreement on
a series of problems in a field, they are more likely to
trust each other. Positive feedback rating is a special
kind of evidence to show that the rater agree with a
reviewer’s point of view. Epinions allows users to offer
four grades of ratings towards a review: “Very Help-
ful” (VH), “Helpful” (H), “Somewhat Helpful” (SH),
and “Not Helpful” (NH). We add another rating grade
“Neutral” (N) to illustrate that a user is either not in-
terested in the review written or has no comment on

it. Then we define a set γ to include all the feedback
rating grades:

γ = {VH, H, SH, N, NH}.

In domain ontology, we exploit multiple non-
intersected sub-classes to describe the above rating
grades. The RDF representation is as follows:

Class(Review_Rating_Value

equivalentClass unionOf

(Very_Helpful Helpful

Somewhat_Helpful Neutral Not_Helpful))

Class(Very_Helpful partial

Review_Rating_Value)

Class(Helpful partial

Review_Rating_Value)

Class(Somewhat_Helpful partial

Review_Rating_Value)

Class(Neutral partial

Review_Rating_Value)

Class(Not_Helpful partial

Review_Rating_Value)

Class(Positive_Rating range(

unionOf(Very_Helpful Helpful))

subClassOf (Review_Rating_Value)).

In this paper, we regard the union of “Very Helpful”
(VH) and “Helpful” (H) as the set of positive feedback
ratings (denoted as F). Therefore, in category ck, the
number of positive feedback ratings given by uj to ui

can be calculated as follows:

Numck
uj→ui

(F) = Numck
uj→ui

(VH) + Numck
uj→ui

(H).

Here, we define another reasoning rule according to
users’ feedback behaviors. If the number of positive
feedback ratings given by user uj to ui in category ck

exceeds the threshold θ, then we regard that user uj

trusts ui in category ck. The value of parameter θ can
be adjusted accordingly.

This reasoning rule can be easily implemented using
SPARQL query language as follows:
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CONSTRUCT{

_tr1 a ex:TrustRelation;

ex:trustor ?feedbacker;

ex:trustee ?reviewer;

ex:inDomain ex:Movie.

} WHERE {

?feedback a ex:Feedback;

ex:inDomain ex:Movie;

ex:hasReviewer ?reviewer;

ex:hasFeedbacker ?feedbacker;

ex:rate ex:positiveRating.

} GROUP BY ?reviewer,?feedbacker

HAVING (count(distinct *)>θ)

6 Extension of Reasoning Rules in Knowledge
Base

In this paper, some reasoning rules can be imple-
mented using SPARQL query directly, while others may
require derived knowledge from knowledge base. For
example, there are several records stored in knowledge
base as follows:

ex:Bob ex:rates ex:Roman_Holiday.

ex:Roman_Holiday a ex:Comedies.

ex:Comedies isa ex:Videos&DVDs.

ex:Videos&DVDs isa ex:Movie.

ex:Movie isa ex:Media.

ex:Media isa ex:Category.

From the above data, machines only know that:
“Roman Holiday is a comedies”. However, machines
do not know “Roman Holiday is a movie”, which is
quite obvious to us humans according to our common
sense. Suppose that we want to know the number of
positive review ratings given by Bob in movie field. It
is difficult to obtain the results based on the above data
records only using common SQL queries. (We need to
perform multiple join operations among several tables
in the underlying database, which leads to high time

complexity and requires great human effort.) To solve
this problem, we exploit path expressions to extend the
reasoning rules in knowledge base. We will illustrate in
more details below.

6.1 Path Expressions

Path expressions identify an object by describing
how to navigate to it in a graph of objects. We take the
previous query for example: how many review ratings
are offered by Bob in movie field. We can rewrite the
original query into a complex one with path expressions,
which matches the query pattern in knowledge base di-
rectly (see Fig.6). The path composed by red solid lines
can be transformed into a direct path using combina-
tion operator a(isa)2∗. While the path composed by
green solid lines can be transformed into a direct path
using another combination operator (isa)2∗. The com-
bination operators is described as follows:

a(isa)m∗◦(isa)n∗ = (a¦ isa ¦ · · · ¦ isa︸ ︷︷ ︸
m

)◦(isa ¦ · · · ¦ isa︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

),

where, symbol ◦ denotes jump operator, which means
to jump from one knowledge unit to another. A know-
ledge unit is represented as an RDF graph that is a
subgraph in the knowledge base. Symbol ¦ denotes
path connection operator, which means to go from one
entity to another. The jump operator is different from
the path connection operator: jump operator refers to
jump from one knowledge unit to another knowledge
unit, while path connection operator connects classes or
instances belonging to the same knowledge unit. In the
above equation, m (m > 0) and n (n > 0) are integers,
and denote the number of paths to be connected by
different path connection operator respectively. When
m = 0, the combination operator becomes (isa)n∗. By
analogy, when n = 0, the combination operator turns
out to be am∗.

Fig.6. Rewrite query with path expressions.
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The corresponding SPARQL query is as follows:

SELECT DISTINCT ?person ?category

WHERE {?person ex:rates ?product

?product a/((isa)*) ?category

?category (isa)* ex:categary

}.

By introducing Semantic Web technologies, ma-
chines can process the query with path expressions eas-
ily without human’s effort. Therefore, we can obtain
the query result directly and no need to care about the
operations in underlying database.

7 Experiments

In this section, we perform experiments to show the
effectiveness of the mechanism proposed in this article
for trust mining. First, we describe the dataset used
for experiments. Then, we present the experimental
methods. Finally, we give the experimental results and
discuss the practical value of our proposed method in
real applications.

7.1 Dataset

The dataset used in this paper is obtained from the
real-life online social network — Epinions. The data
on Epinions can be categorized into two types: struc-
tured data and unstructured data. Structured data
refers to product rating, review rating, belonging cate-
gory and so on, while unstructured data refers to user-
generated content such as users’ review text, comments
and self-introduction. Processing unstructured data re-
quires techniques such as natural language processing
and opinion mining, which is much more complicated.
For simplicity, we mainly focus on structured data on
Epinions in this paper. So, we extract four kinds of
data as follows:
• User Information: user account, user’s role;
• Trust Relations: explicit trust relationships from

web of trust;
• Review Information: the author, product name,

belonging category, and review rating;
• Feedback Information: review title, the user who

offered feedback, and feedback rating, etc.
The first step of data collection is to get the user

list. Since Epinions does not provide a list of all the on-
line users, we obtain the data by crawling web of trust.
We start crawling from an arbitrary top reviewer brad-
shawcl and follow both his trusts and trusted-by links
to find other users. The crawling is in breadth first
search and expands out from the staring point. Note
that although we randomly choose a top reviewer as
the starting point, the crawling expands out through
the whole community. There are two reasons for us to

choose one of the top reviewers as the starting point.
First, Epinions does not provide a list of all the users,
so the most convenient way to obtain the user list is
to start from a top reviewer for crawling and follow
both of his trusts and trusted-by links. Second, a top
reviewer is more likely to have a set of high quality ac-
quaintances, which makes it easier for us to mine useful
trust relationships. In this way, we can obtain the user
list and explicit trust relationships between users simul-
taneously.

We notice that a small percentage of users hide their
web of trust from others to protect privacy. So we are
not able to obtain their explicit trust relationships from
publicly available data. Meanwhile, we also find that
there is a certain percentage of inactive users on Epi-
nions. These users have not logged on to Epinions for
years and the information about them on the website
is out of date. It is meaningless to reason about their
interests and trust relationships. Therefore, we delete
the above two kinds of users from the sample dataset.

After the user list is determined, we continue to
crawl system-provided information, such as users’ roles,
product names, and belonging categories. We also ex-
tract data from user-generated content, such as review
titles, product ratings, and feedback ratings. Note that,
some of the top reviewers have written hundreds and
thousands of reviews on Epinions. Therefore, there is a
great deal of data that is hard to be processed. Mean-
while many previous reviews cannot reflect users’ cur-
rent status. Therefore we choose to crawl the latest 500
reviews (the total number of reviews written by some
users is less than 500, then we crawl all their reviews).

7.2 Experimental Method

In this paper, we exploit Jena to perform semantic-
based reasoning for mining trust relationships. Jena
is an open source Java framework which provides rule-
based reasoning functions for RDF and OWL, mean-
while has complete support for storage and persistence
of knowledge base[29].

First, we utilize Jena to establish an RDF-based
knowledge base. As illustrated above, we obtain re-
lated data of all the users in sample dataset. Then,
we write a program to transform the above information
into RDF representation and import those data into the
knowledge base. Afterwards, we exploit Jena software
development kit to perform reasoning in real applica-
tion scenarios based on established domain ontology.
The experimental results are provided below.

7.3 Experimental Results

In this subsection, we present three sets of ex-
perimental results obtained by using the reasoning
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mechanisms introduced in Section 5. The first one is
to reason about users’ interests, the second one is to
discover implicit trust relationships, and the third one
is to infer category-specific trust relationships. We will
describe in more details respectively below.

7.3.1 Infer Users’ Interests

In this experiment, we mainly consider the precision
of reasoning results about users’ interests. We define
precision as the percentage of actual categories that are
correctly identified by our proposed mechanism among
all the discovered categories. Since we do not have a
standard answer of users’ interested categories (it re-
quires a thorough investigation questionnaire of all the
sample users about their interests), we find two per-
sons who are experts at product review sharing to judge
a user’s interests according to his/her online archives.
On each user’s homepage, Epinions provides a user’s
written reviews, author popularity, feedback ratings,
comments and self-introduction. Human experts can
identify a user’s interests based on the above system-
provided and user-generated content. Usually, a user
may have many interested categories. Human judges
must read a great deal of content and tens to hundreds
of reviews posted by a user to identify his/her inte-
rests. Therefore, it is not possible for human judges to
do that for a large number of users, so we randomly
select 100 users from our dataset as the sample for this
experiment. We should also notice that the two expert
judges are not part of our research team. They are
independent consultants.

Fig.7. Example results of inferring users’ interests.

Fig.7 shows an example of inferring users’ interested
categories. There are two Epinions users: bilbopooh
and alexdg1. As can be seen from Fig.7, we reason
that bilbopooh is interested in five categories: Movies
in theaters, Books, Videos & DVDs, Music, and Toys.
According to human experts’ judgement, the above five
categories are proven to be correct.

As for user alexdg1, the reasoning result turns out

to be Books, Videos & DVDs, Pets, Music, Toys, and
Office Supplies. According to judgement of experts,
alexdg1 is not interested in Office Supplies. He just
wrote several reviews on the stationeries he used in
daily life. So, five out of six categories is regarded as
correct.

In this way, we evaluate the correctness of all 100
users in the sample dataset. The average precision
turns out to be 94.3%. This number shows that our
reasoning mechanism is very effective in inferring users’
interests automatically. Meanwhile, we can see from
Fig.7, two users share quite a few common interests,
and similar users are more likely to affect each other
when making purchasing decisions. Therefore, deter-
mining users’ interests is the first step of mining trust
relationships and is also very important to targeted
marketing and product promotion through online so-
cial networks.

Another advantage of our proposed method is that
we are able to identify a user’s interests which is not
easy to be discovered. Take user 4-1-1 for example, he
writes a large number of informative reviews on beers,
wines and sprits, meanwhile he is well recognized in
those fields on Epinions. However, the above categories
are not shown in his author popularity list, nor in his
self-introduction. As can be seen from Epinions, the
topology of product categories is very complex. So, it
is hard for human judges to correctly pinpoint the pre-
cise category of users’ interests. They have to read a
large number of reviews and comments. However, us-
ing our proposed method, we manage to correctly infer
users’ implicit interests without much human effort.

7.3.2 Infer Implicit Trust Relationships

Fig.8 shows the example results of inferring implicit
trust relationships for Epinions users. The x-axis de-
notes different users, while the y-axis denotes the per-
centage of trust relationships being identified using dif-
ferent methods. Let Wui

denote the set of explicit trust
relationships that ui has in web of trust. Let Hui denote
the set of u′is trust relationships being discovered by our
trust mining method. Then, we use Mui

= Wui
∩Hui

to represent the common trust relationships that show
up in both sets Wui

and Hui
. And let Sui

denote the
set of all the trust relationships being discovered for
ui, that is Sui = Wui ∪ Hui . Then, let Iui denote
the set of implicit trust relationships that are mined by
our proposed method only, that is Iui

= Hui
− Mui

.
Notice that, the trust relationships that are mined by
our method all have the category information. Then,
we remove Mui

from Wui
and the remaining trust re-

lationships in Wui are generalized trust relationships,
denoted as set Gui

and Gui
= Wui

−Mui
.
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Fig.8. Example results of inferring implicit trust relationships.

Comparing our trust mining result set Hui
with the

web of trust set Wui
, we find that the common set Mui

accounts for about 15% to 40% of all the trust relation-
ships being discovered, shown as the light grey column
part in Fig.8.

As can be seen, there is also a certain percentage
of trust relationships that only appear in the web of
trust, that is Gui

(shown as the black column part in
Fig.8). We do not know the category information of
those trust relationships between pairs of users. Some
of those users are not active any longer, some of them
do not pay attention to the trustee’s reviews recently,
while others just do not have any feedback behaviors
on Epinions.

Meanwhile, we manage to identify a large number of
implicit trust relationships which are shown as the grid
column part in Fig.8. Those implicit trust relationships
are submerged in large amount of user-generated con-
tent. Take user patsyv for example, she has read 491
out of 500 of top reviewer byran carey ’s reviews and all
offered him positive feedback ratings (including “Help-
ful” and “Very Helpful”). However, she does not add
byran carey to her web of trust (byran carey is not in
patsyv ’s trusts list until we submitted this paper. We
are not sure whether she will add byran carey to her
web of trust in the future). That is, through the explicit
trust relationships, we even do not know whether there
exists a link between users patsyv and byran carey. On
Epinions, there is a certain percentage of users like pat-
syv. Without semantic-based reasoning functions, it is
very difficult for us to identify those hidden and im-
plicit trust relationships. If we only focus on explicit
trust relationships in web of trust, those implicit trust
relationships are totally ignored.

In Fig.8, we can see that we manage to obtain the

category information for nearly half of all the trust
relationships for sample users. For most users, the per-
centage exceeds 50%. For a small group of users, the
figure can reach 85% (take user aliventiasylum for exa-
mple). With category-specific trust relationships, we
manage to conduct more efficient targeted marketing
and product promotion through online social networks.

7.3.3 Infer Category-Specific Trust Relationships

As mentioned above, Epinions does not provide
category information of trust relationships in web of
trust. Using our trust reasoning mechanism, each iden-
tified trust relationship is associated with a category
label. According to the label, we will know in which
category that one user trusts in another. Then, we
manage to carry out targeted marketing and product
recommendation accordingly through online social net-
works rather than sending annoying spam or messages
to users who have no interests in those fields.

Meanwhile, we can make use of category-specific
trust relationships to determine influential reviewers
in each category. Imagine that we want to convince a
group of customers to purchase a product and our mar-
keting budget only allows offering only a few free trials
to potential customers. In order to achieve the maxi-
mized awareness of the product among customers, we
should offer samples to influential people who may af-
fect a large set of their friends, acquaintances or other
online customers. Influence is also category-specific.
Alice believes in John’s point of view on computer
hardware, but she does not appreciate his tastes of
books. If we try to convince Alice to buy the book
that John likes, it is probably just a waste of time and
money. Under such circumstances, we can take advan-
tage of category-specific trust relationships to identify
influential users. We will illustrate in more details be-
low using a real example on Epinions.

Fig.9 shows the influence quantification of all the
top reviewers in Book category (the total number of

Fig.9. Influence of top reviewers in Book category.
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top reviewers in this category is 50). We reason out
the number of users who trust in a top reviewer in this
field based on his/her latest 500 reviews. The greater
the number, the more influence he/she may have in the
online community. We take this number as a measure-
ment criterion of a user’s influence. In Fig.9, the x-axis
shows the rank order of all the top reviewers in Book
category, and y-axis shows the number of trustors each
reviewer has. It is very clear to see that the influence
of each reviewer differs greatly. These top reviewers
can be divided into four groups: the first group has
more than 360 trustors; the second group has about
190 to 280 trustors; the third group has about 50 to 80
trustors; while all the rest fall into the fourth category,
the number of trustors that they have is less than 20.

Let R denote the set of all the trustors we obtained
from our reasoning result. The total number of users in
R is 577. Suppose that one top reviewer is influential
enough to activate a user who trusts in him/her to make
purchasing decision. In Book category, top reviewer
byran carey has the most trustors. He is able to acti-
vate nearly 65% of users in R based on our assumption.
The second top reviewer is popsrocks, who is able to ac-
tivate 371 users in all. Top reviewers byran carey and
popsrocks together can activate 482 users altogether,
which accounts for 83.5% of users in R. If we add the
third top reviewer stephen murray, then 505 users in R
are likely to be activated by them, which accounts for
87.5% of users in R. Through observation, there are
a large number of users who trust the same group of
top reviewers, therefore they are affected by a group of
super users rather than only a single person. The influ-
ence effect is greatly strengthened under such circum-
stances. Based on our reasoning results and statistical
data, companies can make marketing plans according
to their budgets and requirements. For example, if we
only have two free trials that can be offered to poten-
tial customers in Book category, then byran carey and
popsrocks are the two best choices to be made.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present a method of mining trust
relationships automatically from online social networks.
The contribution of this article is multi-fold. First,
we propose a semantic-based trust reasoning mecha-
nism for trust mining in the online community. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to
propose the idea in literature. Second, we empha-
size the category attribute of pairwise relationships
and exploit Semantic Web technologies to describe
category-specific trust relationships. Third, we adopt
role-based and behavior-based reasoning functions to
infer users’ interests, implicit trust relationships and

category-specific trust relationships. Fourth, we utilize
path expressions to extend the reasoning rules, so that
complex queries can be processed directly using derived
knowledge in knowledge base without much human ef-
fort. The experimental results on real-life Epinions
data show that our proposed method is very effective in
mining trust relationships from online social networks.
Meanwhile, our method has a wide application value
in the realm of e-commerce, product recommendation,
targeted marketing and product review, etc.

There is a lot of work to do in the future. First,
we will make use of some prediction tasks, for example
product recommendation, to provide more solid eval-
uations on the effectiveness of our proposed method.
Second, we will make comparisons between typical sta-
tistical method and our semantic-based approach. Even
more, we may combine the above two different meth-
ods to see whether we can achieve better mining re-
sults. Third, there is still a large amount of user-
generated unstructured data available in the online
community, which is very essential to more accurate
and fine-grained trust evaluation. In the future, we will
exploit the techniques such as opinion mining and sen-
timental analysis to conduct more comprehensive and
deep trust mining. Since there is a large amount of data
available in online social networks, we have very good
platforms to conduct our further research.
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